The new front line
of sleep apnea diagnostics

Introducing the Nukute Collare

Nukute Collare is a tracheal sound monitor detecting adventitious respiratory sounds (ARSs) through analysis of audio
signals generated by breathing. It delivers outstanding clinical
performance in aiding physicians in the diagnosis of sleep
apnea. Our Cloud-based UI facilitates the diagnosis making
before the device is physically returned. The solution also
facilitates two consecutive nights of sleep apnea testing.
With clinically validated emphasis put on the ease-of-use
and the natural and unfettered sleep cycle of the patient
during home sleep apnea testing (HSAT), the Nukute Collare succeeds in disrupting the clinical authority of the golden
standard of HSAT, that includes nasal pressure cannula and
difficult harness equipment that disturb the patient from entering a normal good night’s sleep.

Front line diagnostics
The story of Nukute began in early 2015, when the company’s founder Tuukka
Visuri discussed the treatment and diagnosis of sleep apnea with a friend who
had recently been diagnosed with the disorder. The friend felt the conventional
golden standard method of HSAT was a horrific experience - the test equipment was complicated to use and very uncomfortable to sleep with, provoked
nervousness and unease and ultimately, a bad night’s sleep. This would also
lead to the failing of the test, since the normal sleep cycle stages would not be
achieved.
Alongside the founding of the company the very same year, the measuring of
tracheal breathing sounds was selected as the proper medical approach particularly with patient comfort and best possible usability in mind.
With the readied medical device product, the ease of use of the Nukute Collare
also relieves the workload of clinical staff on having to train the patients for
the HSAT. The tablet computer included with the kit instructs the patient with
animated graphics and videos, making it possible for the patient to perform the
test without in-depth training.

Ease of use and comfort for the patient
Nukute Collare is designed to provide unparalleled ease of use for both the patient
and the healthcare provider.
The solution includes two wireless wearable sensors, a tablet computer and a cloud
application. Wearable sensors record biosignals such as breathing and the flow of
air in the tracheobronchial tree, blood oxygen saturation, heart rate and sleeping
position. Results are presented to the physician through an intuitive online user
interface, the Nukute Clinic UI.
Often with conventional equipment, the HSAT either fails altogether or results in
faulty outcome due to wrongly assembled and/or worn equipment and the unease
and discomfort it imposes upon the patient.

An easily deployable HSAT in a rugged case

The Nukute Collare kit is designed to endure rough handling and countless times
of HSAT. The kit includes different neckband sizes fitting the vast majority of individuals. Emphasis has been put into the simplicity of cleaning and the preparation
of the kit between patients. The case itself is designed to take a beating and perfectly manages any type of delivery handling.
The Nukute Collare has been designed to thrive on the intuitiveness and spontaneousness of the kit to facilitate HSAT that can be performed by receiving the
kit via postal service, conducting the test overnight and sending the kit back the
next day.

A look at the Clinic UI view
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The cloud-based user interface for the practicing physician is designed to make algorithm assisted
scoring quick, reliable and easy. Nukute trains all of its customers to fully utilise and explore the
possibilities of novel ARSs detection via the Nukute Collare solution.

Sleep apnea

Technical specifications
Connectivity:			

Broadband mobile and short-range wireless

Materials: 			

Comfortable plastic and elastomer

Operating conditions:

Operating temperature +5°C to +40°C

				Non-condensing environment
				IP-classification: IP22
Transport and storage:

In temperatures -10°C to +50°C

					
The Nukute Collare device is classified according to the Annex IX of the
Medical Device Directive 93/42/ EEC. According to the definition 1.6 the device is an active device for diagnosis. Although not directly used for diagnosis,
the device provides information by monitoring physiological conditions. Thus,
according to implementing rule 10, Collare is classified as a Class IIa device.
The Nukute Collare device is CE marked under SGS medical
device regulations, notified body 0598.

Breathing is life.
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